
 

Announcement 

Short-term research position in Ars edendi at the Department for French, Italian and 
Classical Languages. Ref.no. SU 618-2098-09 

The Research Programme Ars edendi: Methodological Models for Editions of Medieval Texts. 
An Editorial Laboratory in an International Network is pleased to announce a limited 
research position corresponding to half-time (50%) over six months beginning in the Spring 
of 2010 for scholars holding doctoral degrees. 

Ars edendi, financed by the Bank of Sweden Tercentenary Foundation, is a research 
programme the primary goal of which is to test and develop new models for editing 
problematic medieval textual material, chiefly in Latin or Greek. 

Qualifications 
We welcome applicants skilled in textual criticism with challenging editorial projects dealing 
with typical medieval texts. Applicants may, for example, plan to complete or prepare 
editorial work on a text or contribute to the Programme’s ongoing research projects. 
Information of our four “Fields of Research” can be found at www.arsedendi.org. 

Application 
The application should include: (1) Letter of Application quoting the reference number of this 
announcement (see above); (2) project description in which the applicant should describe his 
or her project and how it contributes to and/or complements the profile of Ars edendi; (3) CV 
with List of Publications; (4) any certificates and/or letters of recommendation that may be 
necessary for the fair appraisal of the application. As a natural consequence of the general 
expertise of the Ars edendi group, editorial work in Latin and Greek are given preference, but 
editorial projects involving medieval texts in other languages may also be submitted. 
Applicants may be asked to submit copies of publications after submitting the application, if 
the Ars edendi group finds it necessary. Applications may be submitted in English or in 
Swedish. 

The successful applicant will be expected to participate actively in the activities and seminars 
of the Ars edendi Programme.  

For more information regarding this position, contact  Prof. Eva Odelman 
eva.odelman@klassiska.su.se, tel. +46-(0)10-476 72 37 or +46-(0)8-16 27 99. 

Trade union representatives are Bo Ekengren (SACO), Lisbeth Häggberg (Fackförbundet 
ST), telephone +46-(0)8-16 2000 (switchboard), and Gunnar Stenberg (SEKO), telephone 
+46-(0)70-316 43 41. 

The application along with a project description, certifications, CV and a list of publications is 
to be submitted by 15 Oct 2009 to: Registrator/PÄ, Stockholms universitet, 106 91 Stockholm 
or by e-mail to: registrator@su.se.  
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